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AN EXPERIHENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS OF A 
TORSIONALLY SOFT ROTOR IN VACUUH 
SUMHARY 
'An extensive data base of structural dynamic characteristics has been 
generated from an experimental program conducted on a torsionally soft 
two-bladed model helicopter rotor system. , Heasurements of vibratory 
strains for five modes of vibration ver~ aade at twenty-one locations on 
the two blades at speeds varying from 0 to 1000 RPM and for several 
combinations of pre'one, droop and flexure stiffness. The tests were 
conduct~d in vaCU~1 under carefully controlled laboratory conditions using 
a unique excitati~~ device which uses a system of piezoelectric crJstals 
bonded to the bl~ ; surface near the root. Frequencies, strain mode shapes 
and dampings are e~tracted from the time histories and can be used to 
validate structural dynamics codes. The dynamics of the system are such 
that there is a ~l~ar tendency for the first torsion and second flap eodes 
to couple within the speed range considered. Strain mode shapes vary 
significantly with speed and configuration. This feature is important in 
the calculation of aeroelastic instabilities. The tension axis tests 
confirmed that th~ modulus-weighted centroid for the nonhomogeneous airfoil 
is slightly off the mass centroid and validated previous static tests 




An accurate knowl~dge of the dynamic characteristics of rotor blades 
1s essential in order for the designer to be ablp to deter~ine toe extent 
of susceptibility of the rotor SystPM to aeroelastic instabilities. These 
dynamic charactpristics include the natural frequencies, mode shapes and 
damping of both the individual blades and rotor system. A data base of 
these characteristics experimentally obtained under controlled excitation 
for different configurations of the rotor obtain~d (covering a range of 
pitch, precone and droop settin£~ 3t .several rDl4r speeds) can be used to 
validate structural dynamic analysis models. 
Accurate measurements of thp structural dynamic characteristics in air 
or In an operating environment cannot be made because of the influence of 
aerodynamic damping. In nearly all rotor experiQonts, .od~s which exhibit 
high aerodynamic damping are virtually impossible to measure. Further, 
aeroelastic coupling among the blade modes produces responses which do not 
represent directly the basic natural system mode characteristics of the 
rotor blades. Tuerefore it becomes e~3ential to "btain by n:easurement the 
fundam~ntal modes and their characteristics in a va~uum environ~ent and to 
use these data to validate analytical models. The validated .odels can 
then be used with confidence in the desien-analysis process. 
A motivation for the present effort comes from the results p~esented 
at the methodology ass~ssment workshop (Ref. 1) in which vide variation and 
discrepencies between test data and correspondirg aeroelastic analyses of 
hingeless rotor models were reported by participants from industry and 
government. The validation of the isolat~d structural dynamic~ c~~ponent of 
a rotor system mathematical model is an important step in developing an 
aeroelastic computer code that can be used with a high level of confidence. 
This report presents the results of an effort to experieentally 
determine the structural dynamics of a torsionally soft 6.32 foot di~rneter 
two bladed rotor system in vacuum. Frequencies, mode shapes and damping 
for the first three flap bending modes, first torsion mode and the first 
lead-lag mode ~ere measured in vacuum at spEeds varying between 0 and 1000 
RPM covering a range of droop, precone, pitch angle and pitch flexure 
combinations as follows: 
o Droop 0, -5 
Pre cone 0, +50 , 
Pitch 0, +12°, _120 
Pitch Flexures: Soft and stiff 
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Vith 21 strain gages distributed at selected spanvise locations on the 
tvo blades, a total of nearly 4000 time histories vere recorded for 
analysis at each speed. The blades used are the same blades vhich vere 
tested by Sharpe, 1986 (Ref.2), in order to establish the Flap-Leg-Torsion 
aeroelastic stability of the rotor. Reference 2 presents, in .u~h Qore 
detail the background of this important problem area ~nd serves as the 
basis for the investigation reported here. The only olher attempt made in 
this regard is by Lee (Ref. 3) but the method of excitation used vas such 
that torsional characteriFtics could~ot be obtained accurately. The 
uniqueness of the present effort lie~~~ the use of an excitation device 
vhich can excite a desired mode using a syst~m of properly positioned 
piazoelectric crystals. The crystals ar~ bonded to the blades and undQr a 
sinusoidal p,"cr input, exp2rience alternating streins vhich in turn are 
ifi'paI r eel to the blades thrcuch tht! bond. Tilis res\'! til in a cl~an and 
reliable ~ethod of excitiL!, the bl~des at their resonances. Thi~ system 
has been found to be effe~tive In excitinS the fl~st five ~odes of the 
rotor system. The ~ystem is ~escribed in tetaii later in this report. 
Vibratoty data has been rccoc~ed from strain g~es for ~\l test 
configurations at 0 and 1000 RPrl and at three intermediate speeds for some 
configuration!. The data were reduced using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
techniques anc a modal cur~e fitting procedure. 
An accurate assessment of steady bending and torsion loads cannot be 
made vithout accurately locating the blade tension exis along the chord. 
This experimental progr&m th~refore, included measurement of the position 
of the tenslon axis (i.e. the position of the modulus-weighted centroid 
along the chord; an iJ:l~ortant section property of no;'.hol.'Jogenl!ous structural 
m~~bcrs) for the baseline configuration. 
The report presents the (Ietdls of th: prognn, e dlsc!Jssic'l of 
results obtain~d clong vith principal conclusions reeched. 
TEST OBJECTIVES 
The specific test objectives of this program were: ,a) to determine 
the loration of the tension dxis of ~ specific blad~ of the rotor system in 
vacuum at speeds up to 100(\ RPM by mea ... uring the stadc lead-hg bending 
strain distribution, nnd hence bending ~oeents, (b) to obtain the dyncuic 
~~aracteristics, nomely strain mode shape, natural frequency ftnd MOdal 
dacping for the first five modes of the rotor by measuring the distribution 
of dynami~ strains at predetermined location~ on the blades while spinning 
at spcads up to 1000 RPM in evacuated conditions, and (c) to determine, 
through such measurements, the influenc~ or precone, drooV, pitch a.~d pitch 
fl£xural stiffness. 
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ROTOR MODE'. 
As shown in Figure 1, the rotor .,,,del selected for the proposed study 
is a 6.32ft diameter isolated hingeless two bladed rotor model with a NACA 
0012 air!oil having no twiSl or taper. This rotor constitutes 
configuration IIA as usa~ in the I~tegrated Technology Rotor/Flight 
Research Rotor (ITR/FRR) Methodology Assessment Study (Ref. 1). The rotor 
was originally used f~r aeroelastic stability studies reported in Reference 
2, and is described in detail therein. The blade construction outboard of 
the 9.5% radius consists of a unidirection~l Revlar spar and 0.003 inch 
(.0762 1TlIII) thick glass fiber cLth .slin. The blade profile is ma1ntained 
by a polyurethane foam cor~. Inboard of the 9.5% blade radius, th~ 
flexible blade is bonded into an airfoil sha~~d aluminum alloy cuff 
attached to the root flexures at the hub. Embedded in the leading edge are 
tantalum segments ror center-ot-gravity and cross sectional polar .oaent of 
inertia cont~ol. The cross-sectional properties were designed so that the 
center of gravity and the elastic axis are coincident with the quarter 
chord point. 
The dimensionless lead-lag and first flap blade frequencies, (1.5 and 
1.13 respectively), are represertative of typical hingeles~ full ~ale 
rGtors but the dimensionless first torsion mode frequencies, (2.87 with the 
stiff flexur~ and 2.56 with the soft flexure), are less than typical full 
SCale values. The dimensionless frequencies were obtained by dividing the 
~atural frequencies by the nominal rotor speed of 1000 RPM. 
The rotor hub design permits variation of the pitch flexure (control) 
stiffness, along with the preco~e, droop and pitch angles. Two pitch 
flexures were used in the tests. The relatively soft one had a torsional 
stiffness 7.062 times that of the blede whereas the stiff one was almost 
10000 times stiffer than the blad~. Interchangeable hubs provided the 
precune angles of 0 and 5 degrees os required in the testing. The required 
droop angles of 0 and -5 degrees were obtained by having ~nterchangeable 
vedges positioned between the blade cuff flange and the outboard face of 
the pitch flexure. Pitch angle settings of -12, 0 and 12 d€grees for 
testing were obtained by rot3ting the blade outboard of the pitc~ flexure, 
at the interface between the pitch flexure and the drocp wedge. 
The six basic rotor configuration cases that were investigated are 
shown in Figure 2. These were selectively combined with the three test 
pi tch angles to give the twelve selected test configurattor&s for which 
vibration data vere obtained. 
4 
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VACUUH SPIN RIG 
The UTRC Centrifugal Testing Facility (Spin Rig) vas designed fru~ its 
inception as a research tool dedicated to measurement of the in-vac~ 
structural dynamics of rotatipg blade assp.mblies. As shovn in Fi6 ure 3, 
this rig is an above-grouna facility vith a t~st chamber measuring 
approximately ten feet in dlameter an~ three feet in height. Principal 
mechanical features of the spin rig arl! t~te vacuum pump syc;telll 4!".d the 
rotor drive system. 
The vacuum pump system evacl!ates the test chaai:er dow to 100 
mi11itorrs in less than 8 minutes. An automatic vacuu~ valve vill isolate 
the test chamber to prevent air leaking in should a pover failure occur. 
The drive system consists of an 8-inch Barbour-Stockvell air turbine 
and its associatelj electro-pneu'IIat.c servo control tt.rottle valve vbich is 
able to maintain required speed~ at better than ± 1%. The bottom flange ~f 
the turbine is fitted vith a magr.etic pickup and a 60 tooth ~ear to provide 
the signal to the speed control ~nJt. A safety interlock system protect9 
against any loss of 011 pressure, oil flov. or oil level in the re'~~oir. 
A remotely operated turbine brake control viII function in the event ot a 
power failure. hn overs peed trip solenoid ~lr va!ve viII shut off t~e 
drive air vhen the selected value of maximum speed is attAined. 
A unique feature of the facility is the base mounted rotor drive 
assembly vhich provides com~lete acces$lbility to the ~odel rotor and 
unobstructed viewing through the lid fro~ above. Figure 4 shovs th~ 
conceptual arrangement of the model rotor installation in the test 
facility. The morlel vas mounted to the top of the driv~ shart using a 
special adapter. The drive shaft rotutes in d squeezp. film damper bea~ing 
irccrporated jn the sealed duplex bearinG' as:>..i!!tlbly mOUl.l.ed beneath the rig 
floor. The lower end of the shaft is c')nnecu.d to thl,? air turbine using Ii 
fl~xibl~ coupling. A 40-channel sl'p ring unit is slmilarly connected to 
the lover end of the turbine shaft. Figure 5 sho_s the model rotor DOunted 
in the spin rig. Prio. to testing, vith the ~odel mounted on the shaft. 
the rig model ~requencies, vere determined using an instn·mer.ted ~er and 
siGnature analysis methods. The lowest frequency found vas 88 Hz for A 
shaft bending m.)de in the direction of the blade rr ..dial axis. This 
frequency is above ·~e minimum reco~ended in order to ~recl~de t~~ 
dynamic coupling betveen the rig and the rotor blade lead-lag ~otioa fro. 
contaminating isoh. zed blade frequency and damping measurements. 
Initial runs were made to 980 RPM with the chaober evacuated dovn to 
300 D.illitorrs. No indlc~tlon for the nee' of balancing vas evident. 
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PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTAL SXCITATION SlSTEH 
The research obj~~tive~ of this prosram required that the technique 
chosen for the excitation of rotor ~y~tems should be one in which the 
level, fre~uency, and phase characteristics of excitation can be 
controlled. In this way, the individual modes of each blade and of the 
rotor could be excited at speed, to permit determination of the modal 
parameters f:om resulting re~ponse data. The Piezoelectric Crystal 
Excitation System d~velopr~ ~t UTRC satisfies this requirement and was used 
in this program. 
The piezoelectric crystal, by virtue of its un~que ~lectromechanical 
properties, is ideally suited for exciting ~tructures with minimum 
modification of the structural mass and stilfness properties and can be 
used in both rotating and nonrotating tests. Pi~loelectric crystals have 
previ~usly b~en successfully used as structural exciters in studies of 
bladerf disk forced vibrations (References 4 and 5). In the abve 
applications piezoelectric crystals were u~ed also as transducers to 
mea~urp. strain in the various structures. EXcitation by crystals ca~ be 
effected in tvo ways. In the first, a crystal sandwich i~ positioned 
b~tween two components of the structure such that when a .ultage is applied 
to the faces of the crystal, relative ~otlo" between the components 
results. Di~advantages of this method are the change in stiffness of the 
structure that occurs elt the crystal-structure junction and the high 
excitation voltages required. In the second, an dongated crystal wafer is 
bunded to the surface of the structure such that \llIen a relatively lov 
voltage is applied to the crystal, a longitudinal strain is imparted to the 
surface which in turn produces a local bending oo~ent about the neutral 
ax's and so bends the o;tructure. This m.ethod !s obvio'Jsly best suited to 
excite plate-like structures and vas t~us selected for the present 
appl tc&tion. 
Crystsl vafers are attached to .•. ' Illade surface at locations vhere 
significant strains are expected in the ~odes of interest. Each blade is 
instrumented in this ""1I.y and the crystal installatio"ls become a permanent 
feature of the blude assembly. Electronic circuitr; has to be provided to 
enable the phasing betveen each blad~ e~citer and input power level to be 
vari@d as requireo. Thus, blade modes and rotor modes can be excited. 
A UTRC designed and fabricated excitation control unit provides for 
independent level and phase control of the a.c. voltage supplied to each of 
the crystals on the blades. This independent control of the phase angle 
between the crystals permits the optimum excitation of each mode, both 
symmetric and antisymmetric. Such values are dialled in for each chan~el 
at the master control panel. Phase angle is variable from 0 to 360 degrees 
in steps of 1.41 degrees. The amplitude control to ~ach channel is 
continuously variable from 0 to 140 valts peak. The signal generator used 
is a Hewlett P~cknrd ~odel HP 331lA vith an ext~rnal control unit to allow 
very fine frequency tuning. The ± 150 volt d.c. power was supplied by two 
NjE Model EA160-8 unlts. 
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The piezoelectric drive crystals attached to the bl.des for the 
present test program were of G1356 material supplied by Piezo Electric 
Products. They were made of lead zirconate titanate ceramic material with 
nickel surface electrodes. The elements, nominally .easuring 1.0 x 0.5 x 
0.010 inch, were epoxied directly to the upper surface ot each blade as 
close to the cuff as possible. Two drive elements were attache~ to the 
upper surface of each blade, one above the spar and one at the trailing 
edge as shown in Figure 6. These locations were chosen in order to 
maximize excitations of all the bending and torsion modes of interest with 
minimum disruption of the original section p,operties. Two vires from each 
crystal were routed to le.~l strips bonded onto the cuft. From these, 
connections were made to ~~x1&l-~ables which were routed down the drive 
shaft to connect with the four channel control console via slip rings. 
INSTRUMENTATION 
In order to measure steady bending mo~ents at two locations on the 
blade and distributed vibratory blade response, two sets of instrumentation 
and data acquisition systems were utilized. In both cases, the required 
parameters were derived from the output of skin-surface mounted strain 
gages. 
For the bending moment measurements used to locate the tensile axis, 
blade SIN 5 was instrumented vith the same system of gages as vas used in 
the stability investigation reported in Reference 2, i.e., the gages vere 
mounted near the cuff in a conventional four Grm bridge arrange~nt to 
measure blade flap, lead-lag and torsional mocents. The flap and lead-lag 
gages vere at 12% blade span and the torsional 3ages were at 14% span. 
Additional gages hovever. arranged to measure lead-leg .oments. were 
located at 34% span. T~e gages vere Micro Measure~nts type CEA-06-187 
UV-350 (for flap and lead-lag) and CEA-06-187~1-350 (for torque). 
The strain gage leads Were routed throueh the center of the drive 
shaft and turbine to the slip ring unit and then connected to the bridge 
excitation and signal conditioning system. This system vas the front end 
portion of the Analog Data Recording System (ARES). This is a seml-
portable system-for the automatic acquisition of static and dynamic test 
data with oscillatory frequency rates from zero to 20 kHz. A ~~i.um of 28 
analog signals can be processed. Each channel incorporates independent 
~ignal conditioning and amplification. The signal conditioners vere 
specifically designe-l for strain gag~ type transducers and provide 
regulated excitation up to 10 volts. The amplifiers provide voltage 
amplification of 1, 10, 100 or 1000, and are each equipped witil lov pass 
signal filters with roll off frequencies of 10~z, 1003z, 10kHz. and 100kHz. 
Signal monitoring was achieved th~otJgh a single channel selectable digital 
display readout which includes R~S measurement capability for averaging 
dynamic signals. The excitatio, voltage used was 2.0 volts. The 
conditioned analog signals were then digitized using a Pe~kin Elmer PE3220 
computer controlled data acquisitlon unit and the steady state responses 
tabulated. 
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Calibration of the gages vas accomplished directly by applying forces 
and moments, using a system of veights at the blade tip, and recording gage 
output with the blade stationary. 
For the vibratory measurements one blade, SIN 8, vas instrumented 
extensively vith strain gages at 16 locations for modal identification 
purposes, vhile the other blade, SIN 5, had gages at five locations near 
the root for determining modal frequencies and damping and to assess 
coupling betveen the blades. 
Pretest calculations were performed to assist in locating the gages 
such that sets of gages ¥GU~u ~ 62nsi~J~~ to particular types of modes, 
i.e.flcp, edg~vise or torsio". and give a reasonable estimate of the Ipan-
vise distribution of dynamic strains in ebch mode. 
The principal analytic tools used vere the E159 preprocessor and the 
coupled mode (eigensolution) calculation portions of the G400 rotor 
aeroelastic analysis (Ref. 6). The E159 preprocessor portioll of G400 
calculates, from distributions of section properties, the 'lncoupled 
flatvise, edgevise and torsion normal modes. Uncoupled modes are defined 
to be those calculated from omitting pitch, twist, droop and precone 
effects. These effects vere modeled using the coupled mode clgensolution 
calculation portion of G400. The mass and stiffness data, shown in Table 
1, vere distributed over 20 blade segments in a format compatible vith G~OO 
reqll~rements. The node point locations tor these segments are shovn in 
Figure 7. The flexure was located at the first blade segm~nt, taken just 
outboard of the hub. The area radius of gyration distribution along the 
blade was approximated by using the torsional inertia and mass of each 
segment. 
The uncoupled bending and torsion modal characteristics of the blades 
vere determined for each of the tyO pitch flexures at rotor speeds of 150, 
400, 600, 900 and 1000 RPM using the E159 routine. A taculatio~ of the 
naturnl frequencies calculated for the first three fl~p and first edeevlse 
and torsion modes v€r~us spe~d is given in Table 2. In order to obtain 
coupled nodal characteristics it vas essential to include prccone, pitch 
and center of gravity offsLt in the blade equilibrium calculations. This 
made it necessary to calculate time-history solutions prior to the 
calculation of the eigenvalues. The blade precone ancle vas defined to be 
the built-in angle which the blode pitch axis makes vith the plane of 
rotation due to hub orientation at ttc root. Blade droop was defined as 
the built-in coning outboard of the pitch change bearing. Using these 
inputs, sample calculations vere made. Difficulties vere experienced vith 
unstable solutions resulting in excessive amounts of pitch and droop for 
the soft flexure at high speed. Also the complex mode shapes shoved an 
unreasonable amount of torsion in many of the modes. The frequencies 
however, agreed veIl with those of the uncoupled analysis. Further 
investigation of these problems vas b~yond the scope of the effort. 









The uncoupled displacp.ment mod~ shapes were examined for node position 
change with configuration and speed. These node excursions are shown in 
F~gure 7. The strain gage locations vere '10sen on the besis of maximum 
strain for a given type of mode with minimum response in the other types of 
mode. The selected l~cations on blade SIN 8 are shown in Figure 7 and 8. 
Four locations (#1, 2, 3, & 4) along the spar were selected to identify the 
fla~ modes. These were in a half-bridge hookup with a gage on the upper 
and lover surfaces. Three locations (IS, 6 &7) along the trailing edge on 
the lower surface were selected for edgewise mode identification. These 
were connected in a single-arm bridge brrangement using a 350 ohm resistor 
in the other arm. For torsion mode identification, three locations (.8, 9, 
10 - 111,12, 13 - 114, 15, 16) were selected and Q rectangular rosette, 
comprising three single-arm ga5es, vas attached to the upper surface at 
each locatlou. On blade SIN 5, the locations closest to the cuff were 
gage~, namely 11, 5, 8, 9, & 10. 
The strain gages sele~ted vere H!cro H~8surements type EA-13-250BF-350 
(single gage) and type EA-13-2S0RD-350 (rosette). Prior to instrumentation 
of the blades, the thermal integrity of a candidate strain gage vas ch2cked 
in vacuum using a gage on the spare blade. The gage (type CEA-XX-1C7V-350 
with a grid area of 0.034 sq inch approx) vas instrumented with a 1 mil 
K-type thermocouple connected to a data acqui~iton unit. A veltage of 6.7 
volts vas applied across the gage in a haif-bridge connection simulating 
the proposed test conditions using strain gage amplifier modules. In air, 
the steady state temperature measured was 120 degrees F aud at a reduced 
pressur~ of 100 m1llitorr, the temperature rose and stabilized at 131 
degrees F. It was concluded that the selected strain leges would be 
suitabl~ for the proposed testing. 
Signal conditioning vas accomplished using tvelve UTRC designed and 
built units mounted radially in the hub-ta-shaft adapter as shown in Figure 
5. These precalibrated units provided the half-bri~ze co~pletion network, 
excitation voltege (6.9 volts), signal am~lic&tion (-430) and multiplexing 
svitching control. (/ input channels, \ output channel). Onboard 
amplification vas required to minimize cross-talk betveen the strain gage 
signal leads and the crystal exciter supply ~ires going u~ through the 
center of t:le drivt shaft. 
The strain signals were filtered, digitized and recorded on magnetic 
tape by the computer controlled UTRC Aeromechanicel Transient Logging 
System (ATLAS). For the present ~ests sampling rates of from 100 to 4000 
samples/second were used to cover the required frequency range. The 
maximum number of data channels that could be acquired simultaneously by 
the ATLAS was twelve. In order to obtain correlated data from all twenty 
one strain sensors, a multiplexing system vas employed. The strain gages 
were grouped into three sets vith three reference gages co~mon to all sets. 
The reference gages selected vere at locations el, 5, and 9. The 
allocation of channels in each set is shown in Table 3. Vben the command 
to acquire data vas given to the ATLAS computer, the multi~lexing switches 
in the on-board signal conditioner units were set and strains ~ere recorded 
from e8th set consecutively as directerl by the computer. 
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It. order to allow an independent determination of modal 
characteristics from the dynamic tests, analog data vere obtained from the 
"static" set of gag~s on blade SIN 5 and gage lIon blade SIN 8. These 
time historiep vere recorded on magnetic tape using 8 Bell and Hovell 
Datatape VR370~B F.M. recorder. A triggered pulse was simultaneously 
recorded'to meLK the start of each transient event. The set up par~eters 
an~ channel assignments are given in Table 4. 
DESCRIPTION OF TESTS 
The objective of these tests vas to determine the lead-lag momeDt 
caused by the tensile axis center-of-gravity offset vithout the influence 
of aerodyn&lIIics. 
Prior to spin testing, the moment sensitive gages ~~ Dlade SIN 5 vere 
calibrated by directly applying forces and moments using a system of 
veig~ts at the blade tip and recording y,Dge output with the blade 
stationary. The ~alibration determined for the lead-lag bridge vas 2.33 
fJ-Ib/mv. 
The rotor vas then spun up and the output of the lead-lag bridge vas 
recorded at speeds of approximately 200, 400, 600, 800 and 1000 RPM. 
Vibratory Hodal Characteristics 
The objective of this series of tests was to identify, for each of 
tventy four distinct mechanical rotor configurations and four pitch angles, 
the eight lowest blade hub-fixed natural modes in terms of strain modp. 
shape, natunl frequency and damping valuas. Twelve ccnfi·Turations .... ere 
tested and these are listed in Tcble 5. Th~ case nurr.b~rs correspond to the 
ITR Configuration II-A cases with subcases indicated by (a), (b) or (c) 
relating to the pitch angle used. Three pitch angles were tested (-12, 0 
and 12 degrees). In general, data were recorded for the first three Clap 
(IF,2F,3F), first edgewise (IE), and first torsion (IT) modes at the zero 
speed condition and at 1000 RPM. Data at intermediate speeds were recorded 
for two basic configt'rations. 
Initial tests were performed to determine the optimum phasing of the 
drive crystal signals to excite all the rcquired modes Ilnd in particular, 
the differential edgewise or lead-lag mode. The collective lead-lag mode 
was not intentionally excited. 
The procedurc to obtain a data record required the rig to be first 
stdbilized at e specified speed. Then the crystals wp.re energized at a 
specified voltage level and phasing. To find the system frequency, a 
responsive strain gage channel was monitored visually on an oscilloscope as 
the exci ter frequcl.cy was swept slowly about the expected trequency of 
interest. Vhen it was seen that the blade response vas at a maximum, other 








phasing, the lIode excited could be identified. At this point, the 
excitation vas svitched off an~ data for one set of gages vere acquired and 
recorded on magnetic tape. Data from the remaining tvo sets of gages vere 
recorded for the id~-tical conditions in the same vay. Table 5 shovs the 
order in vhich the t~sts vere perforced giving the configuration, speed, 
record number of each datapoint and the modes for vhich data vere obtained. 
Throughout the test program, a problem in the vacuum rig drive train 
caused an undesira~le one-per-rev excitation vhich contaminated the crystal 
generated transient response data. The rotor response characteristics vere 
composed of one-per-rev and t~~:~er harmonics, not only in the lead-la, 
torque mode but also in the flap and torsion modes through coupling. 
Particular difficulties vere experienced at speeds vhere natural frequency 
order line coincidence occurred i.e., at 600 to 800 RPM (edgevise and 
torsion modes) and at 1000 RPM (torsion mode). It vas later determined 
that a possible source of the roughness vas a slightly damaged squeeze film 
damper bearing. 
Folloving the tests on the spin rig, the dynamic gages on blade SIN 8 
vere calibrated in a b~nch test, by statically loading the tip of the blade 
vith & series of forc~1 ~nd moments. The resulting sensitivities at each 
location for flap vi~e, edgevise aud torsional loadings are given in Table 
6 Rotor configuration vas configuration '1 vith zero pitch. 
DATA REDUCTION 
Vibratory Hodal Characteristics 
Data reduction progra~s, as described in Appendix A, vere used to 
extract the n~tural fr~quency, damping, arrplitude and phase from each 
record~d strain res POI ~~ tir.e history. Theee results vere then compiled 
and presented in tabulated form as shown in Tebles 7 to 35. Because of the 
laree number of time histories (nearly 4000) to be processed, certain 
rejection criteria were vritten into the program to remo~e obviously 
anomolous response data. The removal is indicated by 8 zero value in the 
amplitude and phase columns. 
Inspection of the dynamic strain gage post-test calibration cs shown 
in Table 6 indicates an obvious inconeistency in the sense of gages 11, 2, 
3, and 4 vith the convention that tension is positive for each gage. These 
gages were the only ones conncctpd in a tvo-gage half-bridge configuration 
vhich accounts for the sense change. In the data reduction therefore, the 
signs of the conversion factors used for these gages were changed. 
Examination of preliminary results for mode shapes indicated that the sens~ 
of gage la vas incorrect £lthough no cause could be found. Hovever, to 
make the mode shapes as tabulated more logical, the sign of the conversion 
fa~tor for ga,e 18 vas also changed. 
11 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Neutral Axis Location Tests 
The millivolt readings vere converted to measure moments using the 
previously determined calibration factors. In order to relate these 
results with those measured statically by Sharpe in Reference 2, the 
equivalent tensile loads applied at the measuring section were determined 
for each of the speeds using the given weight distribution (see Table 1) 
for the blade. The measured moments are shown plotted against these 
equivalent tensile loads in Fi~re 9. The speed scale is also shown for 
reference. Th~ "best fit" line tbrou~ ,the static results obtained by I 
loading the blade with radial forces applied at the quarter chord point at 
the tip as shown in Figure 49 of Reference 2 is also shown in Figure 9. 
As can be seen, the slopes of the stati~ and spin te~t results are 
essentially the SaRe indicating that the aethods are equiva~ent. Thus the 
determination of the tension axis location described in Reference 2 is 
valid. 
Vibratory Modal Characteristics 
The measured modal para.eter~ (frequencies, damping and strain mode 
shapes) for the five modes and for all the test configurations and speeds 
are tabulated and presented in Tables 7 through 35. In each of these 
tables, the natural freQuer.cies for both blades are shown. The mode shapes 
have be~n norQ3lized with respect to a reference gage appropriate to each 
~od~. The reference gage number and the normnlizing factors (naplitude and 
phase) are shovn at the bottom of each column. By normalizing cn the s~me 
gage in each multiplexed set of strain data and relying on the f&ct that 
emch time history vas rccoLded at the saDe point relative to the in~ut 
signal, a set of correlated values for all gages on the rotor is obt8in~d. 
The results for blade Sin 5 are no'..1:.llized separately and shown in a 
sepat&te coluon in each table. The phuse engles vi thin : 10 d~3rees of 0 
or 180 degrees are rounded off to eith~r 0 or 180 degrees respectively. 
The natural frequencies for all configurations and at all speeds are 
tabulated and shown separately in Table 36 through 40. Variation of the 
na~ural frequencies vith respect to rotor speed is represented in Figures 
10 and 11 for three selected configurations only (Configurations l(a), 2 
and 6 (c». Refer to Table 5 for the definition of each configuration. 
Strain mode shapes for each mod~ 1n these three configurations are 
represented in Figures 12 through 17. 
The folloving observations are made with r~ference to the figures and 
tables discussed above: 
Some results from the experi~ents, while confirming r1rttln features 
that vere expected, also help establish the validity of data. For example, 
the frequencies of flap modes increase significantly with rotor speed, 
whereas the frequencies of torsi()~ and I!'dgewise modes are les-s sensitive to 
speed. Simllarly, flexure stiffness influenced the torsion mode frequency 
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more significantly than the bending mode frequency. 
Hodal strains have been normalized vith respect to an "appropriate" 
reference gage selected at the start of the program for the purpose of 
correlating the three multiplexed sets of data. However, the complexity of 
strain distribution in the higher order andlor highly coupled modes causes 
other gage locations to have higher output at times. Therefore, the 
tabulated data and the graphical presentations occasionally show normalized 
strains larger than 1.0. This can be seen in Figure 11 where lerge 
edgewise strains influence the coupled "first torsion" mode. 
Large edgevise strains aTe evicie.:.,;<~·~ •• the first torsion 1C0de at hiih 
rotor speeds. These strains are tvo to three times the magnitude of the 
reference strain (gage e9). These strains appear to be larg~r for the 
stiff flexure configurations. During the tests, difficu~ty vas experienced 
in exciting distinct modes around 800 RPM. This is where tho predominantly 
first torsion and the predominantly second flap modes coalesce. 
Examination of Table 10 indicates that the modes at 48.5 and 49.4 Hz shown 
in Figure 10 are essentially the same i.e., a highly coupled second flbp 
mode with a large first torsion component. Apparently, the first torsion 
mode was not sufficiently excited and consequently, was not recorded. 
The measured second flap and first torsion modes are not pure modes 
and this feature is evident even at speeds removed from that at which the 
frequencies coal~sce. For example, at 600 RPM the nominal second flap mode 
contains 27% torsion and the nominal first torsion mode contains 114% 
bending strain content. Th~se reach 116% end 70% respectiv~ly at 800 RPM 
and continue to maintain this highly coupled nature at 1000 R?H. 
Structural damping measured in all the mcd~s was found to b0 loy (less 
than 1% critical). 
CONCLUSIONS 
Basic vibratory characteristics have been measured for the two bladed 
helicopter rotor blade system under carefully controlled labolatory 
conditions. The vibratory strain and frequency data taken over a rLnse of 
speeds up to 1000 RPM for several combin&tions of ,recone, droop and 
flexure stiffness can be used to calibrate structural dynamic analyses 
codes. Strong coupling exists bet~een modes (especially betveen torsion 
and flap modes and edgevise and fl~o modes) and the influence of this 
coupling in terms of forced vibration, as well as oeroelastic stability, 
could be significant. 
Vibratory strain distributions at speed are quite different from those 
at rest indicating the need to calculate mode shapes at speed accurately so 
that reliable calculations may be made to determine the susceptibility of 
the rotor to aeroela~tic instabilities. It should be noted that strains, 
n~t displacements, were measured in this program and therefore, it vould be 
necessary to calculate displacements from the strain surface andlor measure 
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the displacement field directly. As the blade displacements constitute an 
important input into any aeroelastic stability calculations, it would be 
desirable to have a data base of displacellerts for the purpose of diret:t 
calibrations of str~ctural dynamic analyses. 
It was found that the frequencies of the two bla~es were slightly 
different fro~ each other. Therefore, one blade could be excited at its 
resonant fr~quency while the other is slightly off resonance. This tends 
to make excitation of rotor modes difficult. Studies need to be undertaken 
in regard to determine whether the aeroelastic stability of a rotor could 
be improved by deliberately mistuning the blaGes. 
The quality of data taken in this program is somewhat influenced by 
the presence of an extraneous one-per-rev excitation that could not be 
eliminated since it would have required co~plete disassembly of the rig. 
It was shown that all modes of interest of the rotor could be excited 
through the piezoelectric crystal excitation system and therefore the 
system represents a reliable and accurate method of inducing vibrations of 
similar components in an experimental program. 
Tension axis tests at speed have confirmed that the modulus-weighted 
centroid for the nonhomogeneous airfoil is slightly off the mass centroid 
and vklidate the static method of determining the tension axis location 
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APPENDIX A 
DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES 
The reduction procedures for the vibratory strain response data from 
the model rotor tests in the vacuum spin rig test facility are pre.ented in 
this appendix. The strain response data vere recorded in digital f~rm on 
four separate magnetic tapes by the ATLAS data acquisition system. these 
data contain tvelve different rotor configurations derived from tvo 
differ~nt pitch flexures and various pitch, dc~op, and precone angles. For 
each configuration, the rotor speeO'~as varied betveen 0 and 1000 RPM. and 
at each rotor speed, the tv~ ~l&~ {~~~~y~~ed as ~lade number 8 and 5), 
vere excited at each of their first five natural frequencies by 
piezoelectric crystals. Detailed parameters for tho configuration, the 
rotor speeds, the fundamental modes, the record numbers, and the tape 
numbers are summarized in Table 5. 
The strain responses at various points on the blade surf~ce' vere 
recorded by tvent, ~np (21) strain gages. These strain geges are grouped 
into three different sets a~ shovn in Table 3. The bridge configurations 
and conversion factors for ~~~h strain gage output from voltage to 
micro-strain are also presented on the same table. It vas found that a 
total of approximately ~.00~ strain response Signals needed to be 
processed. 
The data for each multiplexed set (or 'mux') vere taken at three 
different instances in time and common reference channels vere established 
in order to correlate the$e data. The amplitude and phase angle from one 
of the thrl!e common channel~ (or common gages) were used as normalizing 
tactors in the presentation of mode shape results. 
In the sections vhich follov. the four steps involved 1n this strain 
data reduction are presented. They are: (l) modification of existing UTRC 
modal analysis conputer programs (2) preparation of the run-point 
specification input files (3) evaluation of the frequency and da~ping 
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Hodification of Hodal Analysis Computer Programs 
The existing UTRC modal analysis computer programs were updated for 
extracting the modal parameters from the strain gage responses described 
above. Figure 18 depicts the program logic established for this analysis. 
The strain response data were sequentially recorded on magnetic tape. 
In order to retrieve and process a specific record from these tapes, the 
computer first reads h set of thp,run-point specifications from a input 
data file. Detailed disc~~~~ ,f this input data file are given in the 
next Section. In this input data fil~, if the run nusber (which is also 
called record number in this report) is zero, the program goes back to read 
another set of the run-point specifications. If the run number is less 
than zero, the program stops. This setup provides a high degree of 
flexibility in executing the p~~gram using the same input data file. If 
the run number is greater thall zero, the computer searches for the s&me run 
number from the magnetic tape. If the run number on the tape matches that 
given in the input data file, then the tvo modal analysiS programs are 
called in to perform the modal parameter estimates. The algorithms of 
these two modal analysis rrograms are described in Figures 19 and 20, 
respectively. 
Due to a large number of time histories involved in this study, two 
different techniques vere used for different purposes. The first one, 
which is based on the complex, exponential, codal curve fitting al&orithm 
(Figure 19) is used for processing the data of the reference channel only. 
The second technique uses the FFT frequency spectrum interpolation formula 
(Figure 20) and is applied to all channels except th~ reference cha~nel. 
In Figure 19, the x{t ) r~presents the ti~e histories to be anali~cd, and curve-fittcdjby an enalytical formula representad by Y 
(t). The data point in~ex j varies from 1 to N (nu~ber of points). Y 
(t j ) is essentially a summation of several da~ped harmonic vave forms 
codtaining four parameters fer each mode. These parameters are the daaping 
value (~r'l) the frequency (21T'!17\)' the sine and cosine coeffidents (Am,Bm), 
where m J.S the mode index varyin,11 from 1 to NH (number of "odes). The 
analytical values for Y (to\) arc obtain2d through a least squares curve 
fit between Y (t j ) and X (tj) for all data points. 
Uhen the PFT program is executed, an amplitude plot vill be obtained 
as shown in Figure 20, and a phase angle plot (not shovn). The frequency 
resolution of the FFT spectrum vill depend on the sampling rate (fs) and 
the nuober of data points used in th~ FFT analysis. The true frequency 
(f), true amplitude (A), and true phase{¢) may be located between Bny tvo 
frequenc. bins fullnd fu+l.The formulas used to compute these true modal 
paramet.'·s for the boxcar vindow are presented in the same figur~. 
The time domain modal curve fittir.g (nCF) has proven to be a very 
reliable and efficient vay of extracting the modnl frequency, dacping 
value, amplitude and phase angl~ from a transient response signature. 
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Although the UTRC modal curve fitting program can fit up to four modes from 
any tim~ histories, a bandpass filter vas also used in conjunction vith 
this HCF program to isolate only the principal mode of interest. 
Because the damping value should be the same for all gages in ·he SBme 
mode, the Her program is used only in processing the data of a rete~~nce 
channel. For the mode shape information, the FFT spectrum interpo~ation 
formulas shovn in Figure 20 vere u~ed. These for~ulas have been used in 
many studies and have proved to be very efficient and reliable. By 
properly combining the HCF and FFT spectrum interpolation algorithms, it 
was estimated that a net saving of approximately 80 percent of computer CPU 
time was achieved. 
Input Cata Files of Run-point Specifications 
In order to run th~ Dodal analysis computer prograrn, an inp'Jt data 
file for each configuration under consideration must be prepared. Figure 
21 shows an example case of this input data file. In the inp~t data file, 
the run numb~r, the mux number, the plot option, the excitation frequency, 
the bandpass filter cutoff frequencies, the reference chaml'!l, the data 
length to be use~ for modal curve fitting, the time window functiun (for 
this study the boxcar windov is used), and the channels to be processed are 
specified. 
Execution of this c".,puter program csn be ci ther in active mode 
(~rimarily for obtaining the time series and FFT plots) or bat~h mode by 
simply assiening a value of 0 to 1 or tre 10Ft' par~~tcr. IOPT. 2 is 
Qssigned if only the reference channel is of interezt. 
In assigni~g the band~a~s filter c~toff frequencie~, ve hsve 
considered the excitation frequ~ncy, the d~ta length, anj the s~~p11ng rate 
used in obtaining the digital respor,=e data. These relationships Qre given 
in Table 41. The bandpass filter is used not only to isulate the principal 
m~~e for obtaining a filtered time series from the refer~nce channel for 
modal curve fitting, but also is used for specifying the freque~cy range 
for FFT spectrum interpolations in the remaining channels. 
It was found that scme gages often have very high noise-to-signal 
ratios. Som~times, there exists a very high peak near th2 principal mode 
in the FFT spectrum. In these cases, the bandpass filter ~ssl&nruent is not 
enough for rejecting the noise. It would require some additional 
specifications, such as the actual excitation frequency, or the nusher of 
the mode to be considere1 in the modal curve fitting prosrarn. Th~se are 
provided through the input parameters of "HURZn and "NM". 
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If a data ~rray contains zero values throughout the entire time 
history, the program will print out a message and skip that channel. If 
the FFT spectrum contains no apparent pe3ks inside the bandpass filter, the 
program Will print a different message and also bypass that channel. In 
either case, the amplitude and phase in the mode shape table are replaced 
by zero values. If the amplitude and phase for the reference channel are 
zero (either no signature or no apparent mode within the bandpass filter), 
the program will search for a maximum amplitude in the mode shape table and 
perform modal curve fitting on that channel to obtain the damping value 
estimate. 
Evaluation of Frequency and Damping Results 
The UTRC modal analysis computer programs can provide graphic outputs 
,Figures 22 to 24) as well as tabulated results (Figures 25 to 27). In the 
~rly stage of this data reduction, efforts were concentrated on checking 
the calibration constants used in the data acquisition system, and those 
recorded on the tape for the baseline case (Case 2 of Table 5). The plot 
option was turned on to obtain all plots for the time series, FFT spectrum, 
the input signals and results [rom thp curve fitting program. 
The frequency and damping estimates for the baseline case were 
carefully evaluated through cross examinations of the signature anri the FFT 
plots (Fig. 22), and the inputs and results of the curve fitting (Fig. 23), 
and the ATLAS tape dump( Fig. 25). Some minor errors were discovered in 
the ATLAS d?ta acquisition system software, but they were corrected through 
the data processing programs later. 
Figure 22 sho\.·s a typical strain response time history and its FFT 
spectrum from channel 1 of record 588. The test condition, the date, the 
rotor configuration, and the sampling rete used in obtaining the digital 
data a~L clearly indicated. This represents one of the better sig~als 
available for analysis. It vas found that the small peak appearing at 20 Hz 
on FFT plot had caused some disturbances in the time series plot. However, 
when the bandpass filter is applied, the filtered time history, shown in 
the upper frame of Figure 23 became much smoother. The lower frame of the 
same figure shovs the curve fitted results, which agree very well with the 
inputs. Figure 24 shovs the Jtrain response froD channel 5 or the same 
record. It can be seen that this signature contains a substantial amount 
of noise. The modal analysis algorithms described above were able to 
extract the modal information vlthout any difficulty. 
In addition to the above output, the proiram also provides three more 
outputs as shown in Figures 26 .0 28. Figure 26 gives detailed lists of 
the modal curve fit and the FFT spectrum interpolation results. In the 
modal curve fitting, the frequency, daLlplng, amplitude, and phase angle 
were estimated simultaneously. In the FFT spectrum interpolation, only the 
frequency, amplitude and phase angle were estimateo. At the end, a summary 
of the modal analysis for that particular record (run) is printed. 
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Compilation of Hode ~hape Results 
As mentioned earller, a total of 21 gages were used for obt~ining the 
strain responses for the two blades. These gages were grouped into thr~e 
separated sets. Figure 27 sho~s how the results ~re correlated f~r 
obtaining the mode shape information. Because only the chan~el number can 
be specifi~d in the input cata file instead of the gage nu"ber, special 
care was made to s~parate those gages frorn blade SIN 8 and blade SIN 5 in 
the third set. After that, the amplitude and phase angle of the refer-nee 
gage in each ~~x were used as references for obt~ining the normalized mode 
shapes. The fr~quenc1 and damping va~ues 11sted 1n rigure 27 are the 
averaged values obtained from the th~ee separate records for a reference 
gage on blade SIN 8. For blade SIN 5, the damping value wa~ not calculated 
and only the fre~uency value is tabu'ate~. 
An output dat~ tape was also prepared, which contains the pro~essed 
resul ts as sho .... n in Figure 28. The tape is \'ri t ten in ASCII forma t and has 
a block size of 80 bytes. 
The data are organized in accordar.ce with the run number. For e~ch 
run record, there are t .... o groups of data. Grr~p-l occupies only one data 
block and contains the data for the recotd number, the mux number, the 
number of channels to be included in Group-2, the frequency (Hz), th~ phcse 
angle (degree), the ncrmalizing amplitude (nicro-strain), and the refer~nce 
phase (degree) in that order. These data are written in a FORTr~ formst 
of (3(IX,I4), 4(IX, EI4.d». 
Group-2 w11l occupy several data Llocks deperld .. ng on the Signal 
condition for each channel in the same record. The param~ters r ~s.~ted in 
this group are the channel number (not the gage nU~~Gr), t~e normalited 
amplitude, and the corrected ph3se angle with respect to that of the 
reference channel. These Are vritten in a FORTrAN format of (2X, 14, 2(2X, 
EI4.8» . 
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TABLE 1 ROTOR SPANVISE DISTRIBUTION OF MASS PROPERTIES AND STIFFNESS 
Blade EI EI GK I 
Station Veight lb-in lb-in lb-in lb-in \J.c/in 
i!!!1 lb/in 106 106 106 106 
.701 .292 20.0 20.0 19.6 
.725 .292 .161 .199 .0(.0327 
.813 .292 .161 .199 .000327 
.813 .0115 .161 .199 .000327 
1.415 .0115 .161 .199 .000327 
1.415 .303 .161 .199 .000327 
1.539 .303 .161 .199 .000327 .543 
1.539 .560 .161 .199 .000327 .543 
1.626 .560 .161 .199 .000321 .543 
~ ~f 1.651 .560 21.9 21.9 19.6 .543 ,,' ~;;. , 
. '\ .: ." 
'] 1.665 .560 21.9 21.9 19.6 .543 
~~~. 
1.665 .713 21.9 21.9 19.6 .543 :::,' . 
• ~~4~ {\:' 1.726 .713 21.9 21.9 19.6 .543 ,-"~ 
.; .... ,. " 
-~:. 1. 726 .558 27.2 27.2 19.8 .494 .~ 
2.101 .558 27.2 27.2 19.8 .494 ~~ -J 
~. 
~,~ 2.101 .295 18.2 18.2 7.28 .165 -:3-.. 
• ... t !!'.~. 
,\ .... :.301 .295 18.2 18.2 7.28 .165 , .,..~ # 
~~l 
2.301 .149 .300 30.3 1.80 .213 ~4,,~ 
}I~o\ 
."," 2.401 .149 .300 30.3 1.80 .213 " ..... -~ ... orI' .,,~ 
~-j 2.401 .136 .242 21.8 1.66 .213 
3.601 .136 .242 21.8 1.66 .213 
3.601 .0193 .00569 .120 .00177 .0179 
31.851 .0193 .00589 .120 .00177 .0179 
TABLE 2 CALCULATED BLADE NATURAL FREQUENCIES (Uncoupled Hodes) 
Frequency Hz. 
Speed Kode~ 
Flex RPM 1st FlaE 2nd F1a2 3rd F182 1st Edie 1st Tor. 
Stiff 150 5.92 32.61 89.38 22.44 38.93 
Soft 150 ::'.90 32.51 88.99 21.76 32.03 
Stiff 400 9.23 36.62 93.62 22.69 40.77 
Soft 400 9.21 36.51 93.22 21.99 33.90 • I ~, 
Stiff 600 12.50 41.77 99.44 23.05 43.33 
Soft 600 12.48 41.66 99.03 22.33 35.97 
Stiff 800 15.92 48.04 106.99 23.54 46.09 
Soft aoc 15.90 47.91 106.55 22.78 38.22 
Stiff 900 17.66 51.46 111.29 23.33 47.51 
Soft 900 17.63 51.32 llO.e4 23.04 39.39 
Stiff 1000 19 •• 0 55.01 115.89 24.15 48.98 
Soft 1000 19.36 54.87 115.42 23.33 40.57 
TABLE 3 STRAIN GAGE CHANNEL ALLOCATION AND CONVERSION FACTORS 
Hux Channel Gage Blade Bddge Factor 
No. No. No. No. Configuration for \=It 
-' 
1 1 '1 "- 1/2 -321 1 2 2 8 1/2 -321 
1 3 3 8 1/2 -321 
1 4 4 8 1/2 -321 
1 S 5 8 1/4 +642 
1 6 6 8 1/4 +642 
1 7 7 8 114 +642 
1 8 8 8 1/4 -642 
1 9 9 8 114 +642 
1 10 10 8 1/4 +642 
2 1 1 8 1/2 -321 
2 2 11 8 1/4 +642 
2 3 13 8 1/4 +642 
2 4 14 8 1/4 +642 
2 5 5 8 114 +642 
2 6 15 8 1/4 +642 
2 7 16 8 1/4 +642 
2 8 8 114 +642 
2 9 9 8 1/4 +642 
2 10 12 8 114 +642 
3 1 1 8 1/2 -321 
3 2 1/4 +642 
3 3 5 5 114 +642 
3 4 8 5 1/4 +642 
3 5 5 8 1/4 +642 
3 6 9 5 114 +642 
3 1 10 5 1/4 +642 
3 8 1/4 +642 
3 9 9 8 1/4 +642 
3 10 1 5 1/2 +321 
Parameters assumed constant for each .odule or gage, 
gage factor. 2.1, excitation voltage. 6.9, .odule gain. 430 
TABLE 4 FH TAPE RECORDER SET-UP 
Input Output Band 
Volts Volts Vidth Paramater Blad. 
Channel 2k-2k 2k-~-~ < Hz Assilnment Hode 
1 4.0 1.414 5 atS GAl ARES CHl Plap 
2 3.5 1.414 .5 BL5 GA2 ARES CO2 Ids-vla. 
3 2.0 1.414 .5 BL5 GA3 ARES ca3 Torsion 
4 3.5 1.414 .5 BL5 GA4 ARES CH4 Idp O/B 
-4 
• 
5 8.0 1.414 5 BL8 GAl ATLAS CHl Flap 
~ 
6 7.0 1.414 5 
7 4.0 1.414 .5 
8 7.0 1.414 5 
9 ~.O 1./t14 .5 One per Rev. 
10 05.0 1.414 .5 Trcnslent Pulse 
11 1.4111 1.414 5 Cal Sisna1 1 kHz 
12 1.414 5 
13 1.414 .5 
14 Voice 1.414 5 Voice 




































TABLE 5 TEST CONFIGURATIONS AND HODES ANALY~ED 
Configuration Rotor 
Pitch Pre cone Droop RPH 





12 0 0 1000 
680 
0 0 -5 0 
1000 
12 0 -5 1000 
0 




12 0 -5 0 
1000 
-12 0 -5 0 
1000 
0 0 0 0 
775 
1000 
0 5 0 0 
1000 
12 5 0 0 
920 
-1000 
0 5 0 0 
1000 
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TABLE 6 POST TEST STRAIN GAGE STATIC CALIBRATION 























STRAIN GAGE SENSITIVITY 
Lead/Las ~c/ft.lb Torsion 












- 15 9 
22 131 
118 1795 
- 9 2a 
6 57 
- 7 1169 






















TABLE 7 HODAL PARAMETERS FOR CONFIGURATION l(a) AT 0 RPH 
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TABL.E 9 MODAL PARAMETERS FOR CONFIGURATION 1(8) AT 600 RPM 
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TABLE 10 MODAL PARAMETERS FOR CONFIGURATION l(a) AT 800 RPM 
11001- IF. I'll. 100. 
UCOIO 100 ". IIUI 1 t L &, 
IIOOE- 11. 1'''- .00. 
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TABLE 11 MODAL PARAMETERS FOR CONFIGURATION 1(8) AT 1000 RPH 
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TABLE 15 MODAL PARAMETERS FOR CONFIGURATION 2 AT 775 RPM 
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TABLE 1~ NODAL PAMHETERS FOR CONFIGURATION 2 AT 1000 RPM 
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TABLE 17 MODAL PARAMETERS FOR CONFIGURATION 3(a) AT 0 RPM 
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TABLE 18 HOD.\1. PARAMETERS FOR CONFIGURATION 3(a) AT 1000 1'" 
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TABLE 19 MODAL PARAMETERS FOR CONFIGURATION 3(b) AT 0 RPM 
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TABLE 20 KODAL PAMM1:.'Ul\S FOR CONFIGURATION 3(b) AT 1000 RPK 
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TABLE 21 MODAL PARAMETERS POI CONFICURATION 4(8) AT 0 ap" 
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TABLE 23 HODAL PARAMETERS FOR CONFIGURATION 4(b) AT 0 RPM 
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TABLE 24 MODAL PARAMETERS FOR C~NFIGURATION 4(b) AT 920/1000 RPM 
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TABLE 25 MODAL PARAMETERS FOR CONFIGURATION 5(a) AT 0 RPM 
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TABLE 26 HODAL PARAHETERS FOR CONFIGURATION 5(a) AT 1000 RPH 
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TABLE 27 MODAL PARAMETERS FOR CONFIGURATION 5(b) AT 0 RPM 
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TABLE 28 MODAL PWHETERS FOR CONFIGURATION S(b) .T 1000 lPH 
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TABLE 29 "ODAL PAlWlETERS FOR CONFlGtmATtON 6(&) At 0 UK 
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TABLE 31 MODAL PAlAtlEl'ERS POR CONFIGURATION 6(.) AT 1012 ItPtI 
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TABL! 32 MODAL PAlWIETERS rOR CONFIGURATION 6(b) AT 0 Il'M 
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TABLE 33 KODAL PWHETEiS FOR CONFIGURATION 6(b) AT 1000 UK 
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TABLE 34 MODAL PARAMETERS FOR CONl'IGUltATION 6( c) AT 0 RPM 
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MODAL PARAKETERS FOR CONFIGURATION 6(c) AT 1000 RPM 
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TABLE 36 EFFECT OF ROTOR CONFIGURATION AND SPUD 011 / / 
FREQUENCY OF FIRST BENDING MODE OF BLADE SIN 8 / 
, 
- • not avallable // , 
, 
Confll\Jratlon Frequency, HI 
Flex Pitch Precone DrOOl:: ~ .peedl r~l 
Stiff 0 0 0 5.21 9.53 12.75 16.30 19.52 
(0) (400) (600) (800) (1000) 
• I 
12 0 0 13.52 18.98 , 
(650) (l000) 
, 
0 0 -5 5.21 19.37 r 
,/,-. 
(0) (1000) I I 
I 
I 
12 0 -5 5.19 18.73 (0) (1000) 
0 5 0 5.19 20.32 
(0) (1000) 
12 5 0 5.17 18.71 /~ 
--
-(0) (1000) / 
/ 
/ 
Soft 0 0 0 5.1? 15.46 19.37 
(0) (775) (1000) 
0 0 -5 5.18 9.38 14.19 19.48 
(0) (410) (710) (1012) 




-12 0 -5 5.18 18.70 
(0) (1000) 
0 5 0 5.19 19.33 
(0) (1000) 
/ 
12 5 0 5.18 19.42 I, (0) (1000) / / 
l-"';" .: .............. , ..... : ...... ~' .. ~ .' ......... '. .. : ....... '0 ..... , ........ ~, .... ,-: ........ : .... : ............. : ........... : ...... : ': ••• - ••• ,.r ... "",.: ..... : •• : : ...... : ... 0- .................................................. '. 
A-..; ... \"\tL"fL\_( ....... ~_r/'&".<l .. " •• , ... " ....... •• tf.' .... , .. ~ .fA.- ......... tfA ......... I' ...... _./' .. ",_ ................ O •• ~_J4_ •• • -.......... \. .. ,.-._ 
\ 
' , , I , , 
I I " / • I J I j -"'".- : I 





TABLE 37 EFrECT OF ROTOR CON!'IGURATION AND SPUD OR 
FJlEQUEMCY or ~ECOND lENDING MODE or BLADE SIN 8 
- • not available 
ConfliUration rrequency. Bz 
Pl~c::h Pre cone Dr002 ~ .~I r2!~ 
0 0 0 32.17 41.15 49.37 
(0) (600) (800) 
12 0 0 44.76 
(680) 
0 0 .5 32.36 
(0) 
12 0 -~ 32.32 (0) 
0 0 32.28 
(0) 
12 5 0 32.22 
(0) 
0 0 0 32.20 47.06 
(0) (77:) 
0 0 -5 32.05 45.17 
(0) (110) 
12 0 -5 
-12 0 -5 32.19 (0) 
0 5 0 32.17 
(0) 


















55.24 i' (1000) 
j 55.17 


















Soft 0 0 0 
0 0 -5 
12 0 -5 
-12 0 -5 
0 5 0 
12 5 0 
. . . .. .. .. ...... .,. 


































TABLE 39 EFFECT OF ROT~R CONFIGURATION AND SPZlO ON 
FREQUENCY OF FIRST EDCSVISE HODE OF BLADE SIN 8 
- • not available 
Cor.firuration Frequency, 811 
Pitch Precone Droop'. ~ G~dl re!!~ 
0 0 0 24.02 24.31 24.51 24.72 
(0) (400) (650) (600) 
12 0 0 24.53 
(690) 
0 0 -5 23.91 
(0) 
12 0 -5 23.68 
(0) 
0 5 0 23.78 
(0) 
12 0 23.63 
(0) 
0 0 0 22.03 
(0) 
0 0 -5 19.98 21.16 21.02 
(u) (410) (710) 
12 0 -5 19.98 
(0) 
-!2 0 -5 20.04 
(0) 
0 5 0 21.91 
(0) 
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TABLE 40 EFFECT OF ROTOR CONFIGURATION ~1D SPEED ON 
FREQUENCY OF : fRS"' TORSION HODE OF BLADE SIN 8 
- • not available 
Configuration Frequen:y, Hz 
Pitch Pre cone Droop ( speed, rpa) 
0 0 0 43.61 45.00 44.51 48.50 
(0) (400) (650) (800) 
12 0 0 46.14 
(680) 
0 0 -5 44.24 
(0) 
12 0 -5 44.19 
(0) 
I) 0 44.14 
(0) 
12 5 0 43.95 
(0) 
0 0 0 37.96 41.26 
(0) (775) 
0 0 -5 37.75 
(0) 
12 0 -5 37.81 
(0) 
-12 0 -5 37.94 
(0) 
0 5 0 39.01 
(0) 
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TABLE 41 SAMPLING RATE AND BANDPASS FILTtR ASSIGN~ENTS 
!xci tatioll Saltpl1ng Frequency Bandpass 
lr.equency Rate Resolution FUter 
Hz samples/sec Bz Hz 
o - 10 100 0.1 fe ~ 2 
10 - 20 200 0.2 f. t 3 
20 - 30 400 0.4 fe 2: 4 
30 - SO 1000 1.0 fe t S 
50 - 150 2000 2.0 fe t 8 
150 - 300 4000 4.0 fe t 10 
Note: Ie. excltatl~n frequency in Hz 
.' .# .............. -....... -.. ' .•. .,..'. 
~~~w.m~~~~~~~~J~~~~~~~~ - . 
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(0-, 1-,2·112-,5- PR£CONE 
AVAILABLE, 0- SHOWN) 
OROOPWEDGE 
(0·, 2-112-, 5- DROOP 
AVAJLASLE. G - SHOWN) 
HUB (5- PREOONE SHOWN) 
fI1Jure 1 Schema"Je of Sclmfld Hlngbn Hc~ AolM McdeI-fTR Stud-I Conftgun.1Jcn IJ.A 
./ I' 
" 
t PRECONE =DROOP=O CASE 1: STIFF} CASE 2 SOFT ~, 5 
CASE 3: STIFF} 
CASE 4: SOFT 
C"..ASE S- STIFF} 
CASE 6_ SOFT 
o 
[..Qk::::::c::::=:::=::I Ba. PRECONE = 5• AtJ.(NEG) DROOP,. 0 
o 
Be- PRECONE = P 
~.(NEG) DROOP- -5-
FLEXURE (STIFF OR SOFT IN TORSION) 
Figure 2 Rotor Configuration Cas •• Sel&etod for TNt. 
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ROTOR SPEED, RPM 
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ROTOR S~'EEO, RPM 
Figure 10 Effect of Rotor Speed on Medal Frequencle. for Rotcr 
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Flguro 12 Modal Amplitude Plota for Rot", Conflgurstlon 1 (a) at 0 RPM 
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Figure 14 Modal AmDlIlude Plota for Rotor Configuration 2 end 0 RPM 
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Figure 16 Modal Amplitude Plots for Rotor Conflgulatlon 6 (c) at 0 RPM 
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Given ••• t of dlaltlad tlma domain s!anal ... : \ 
\ ~ 
x <tj). j-1, ••• N 
Assume an an31ytlcal •• ,. form 
y (t~ - I NY exp (tm'J) IAm"~ ~nfmtj) + Om coc (211fm~)J, J -1 •••• N 
m-1 -"/ 
N 
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X (t~ = A-cos (2'%Tf (t) +~J 
a4ucl+u • FFT [X (:j)] 
At = 1/T 
=f./N 
'u+1 
Assume 'u:Sf~fu+1 Af m'u+1-fu 












A a 1rpMu' sin (rll) 
'" r:: 4>u -1rJ1 (N·1)/N 
AS: 1r (1- v) Mu+1'eli1('I'-1rv) 
¢ == 9u ... 1 + 1r (1 - v) !N -1)ltw 
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Figura 23 Optional Grap~le~ Output: TyplcB' Filtered Time History and Curve Fit Result 
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